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😱Cray😱 
 
DOJ refused to give Judge Sullivan transcripts of Flynn's
calls w/ Kislyak. Did Barr just reveal the tapes implicate
Trump? If so, O of J confirmed 
 
Did Trump ID US assets in RU, which led to 12 dead RUs
in 2016/17, quid pro quo? H/T TC 
 
Mass shooting 11 dead...patterns

0:00

😱Cray2😱 

 

Rep Salwell: 

 

“If it’s... 

 

✅ a virtual certainty @realDonaldTrump has cheated on his finances... 
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✅ a virtual certainty Putin knows this...AND 

 

✅ a virtual certainty that Trump has been blackmailed before... 

 

Would Trump sell America’s secrets to protect his own?”�

😱Cray3😱 

 

Transcript release of the call between Trump lawyer John Dowd & Flynn's attorney,

which was a possible attempt to obstruct justice.  

 

📌Grand jury still interested in Roger Stone and the 2016 GOP convention 

 

Prosecutors refute Stone's claim that Russia didn't hack DNC
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😱Cray4😱 

 

📌Prosecutors revealed they obtained 18 search warrants on Stone to support their

charges against him, & rebutted the arguments forcefully, taking aim at the 2 former

intel officials he cited. 

 

📌Reminder: Roger Stone Convinced Trump to Hire Paul Manafort

😱Cray5😱 

 

House Intelligence Committee Chairman Adam Schiff demanded on Friday that the

nation’s intelligence community report to Congress any effort by Attorney General

William Barr to declassify national security secrets over its objections.

😱Cray6😱 

 

#MH17 had just been shot down over eastern Ukraine, and the same IRA operation

Putin would use to influence the 2016 U.S. presidential election two years later went
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into overdrive, pumping out conspiracy theories to exculpate Moscow’s murderous

clients.

😱Cray7😱 

 

DOJ Is Preparing Antitrust Investigation of Google 

Probe would closely examine Google’s practices related to search, other businesses  

 

Italy’s CHM announced that it would revoke a lease granted to Bannon after reports

of fraud in the competitive tender process.

😱Cray8😱 

 

Nadler: 'There certainly is' justification for impeaching Trump, but... 

 

“The American people right now do not support it because they do not know the

story.  

They don’t know the facts.  

 

📌We have to get the facts out 

 

Attorney General Barr stokes the conspiracy fires
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😱Cray9😱 

 

A foreign client paying Flynn more than $500,000 to mount a campaign to advance

Turkish gov’t interests during the 2016 presidential campaign explicitly complained

to a Flynn aide that then-candidate Trump was not being supportive enough, newly

released documents show

😱Cray10😱 

 

Ald. Ed Burke charged with racketeering in sweeping indictment 

 

Burke has been charged in a detailed 59-page indictment that adds to the allegations

against him. 

His Resignation demanded. 

 

Trump first hired Burke’s law firm in 2006, per a spokeswoman for Trump Hotels
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😱Cray10😱 

 

George W. Bush, Kobe Bryant, Jordan Peterson Promote Shady Multilevel Marketing

Company 

 

Kushner gifted ‘Uncle Bibi’ a map that showed the annexed territory of the Golan

Heights as part of Israel. 

 

Trump signed the image & wrote the word "nice."

😱Cray11😱 

 

Pelosi Statement on Louisiana’s Draconian Abortion Ban - Speaker Nancy Pelosi 

 

Lawsuit over Georgia voting problems survives challenge 

 

Charter schools accused of stealing $50M from CA 

 

Update: 12 dead, 6 injured after shooting at the Virginia Beach Municipal Center
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😱Cray12😱 

 

NH voted to abolish the death penalty, overriding a veto from the state’s GOP

governor & making it the 21st state to abandon capital punishment. 

 

Two years after Trump dumped the Paris deal, the climate danger is rising

0:00

😱Cray13😱 

 

China Threatens Sweeping Blacklist of Firms After Huawei Ban 

 

Federal subpoena demands records on Andrew Gillum and his campaign for

governor 

 

Uber reports a $1 billion loss in first quarterly earnings after IPO—do you smell

something too?🤔
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😱Cray15😱 

 

“Judge just ordered @AGKarlRacine's Cambridge Analytica case forward” 

 

“Cyprus police raided the offices of FBME, a bank targetted by FINCEN for money

laundering and one of the key transit banks for the funds from the Magnitsky case.”

💣BOOM💣 

 

“Judge just ordered @AGKarlRacine's Cambridge Analytica case forward” 

Jason Kint
@jason_kint

Replying to @jason_kint

woah! For years, we've had to deal with Facebook dumping 
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news on Fridays. This Friday is Christmas. First WSJ scoop on 
DOJ/Google. And now I just did one last check of DC docket and 
Judge just ordered @AGKarlRacine's Cambridge Analytica case 
forward. Sorry tech/DC press .

69 1:50 AM - Jun 1, 2019
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Cyprus police raided the offices of FBME, a bank targeted by FINCEN for money

laundering & one of the key transit banks for the funds from the Magnitsky case. 

Sources: Cypriot Police Raid Bank in Money Laundering Probe
Organized Crime and Corruption Reporting Project

https://www.occrp.org/en/daily/9851-sources-cypriot-police-raid-bank-in-money-launde…

Justice Department does not comply with court order to release transcripts of

Michael Flynn’s conversations with Russian ambassador 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/justice-department-fails-to-comply-with-court-…

^^Full link: 

 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/justice-department-fails-to-comply-with-court-…

🏵Rep. Eric Salwell🏵 

 

Eric Swalwell
@ericswalwell

If it’s... 
 

 a virtual certainty @realDonaldTrump has cheated on his 
finances... 
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 a virtual certainty Putin knows this...AND 

 
 a virtual certainty that Trump has been blackmailed before... 

 
Would Trump sell America’s secrets to protect his own?

Hardball @hardball
“The question we have to ask is would Donald Trump sell America’s 
secrets to protect his own secrets? I think it’s likely this guy’s always 
looking to protect himself.” @ericswalwell on #Hardball

9,013 11:17 PM - May 30, 2019

5,679 people are talking about this

A foreign client paying Flynn more than $500,000 to mount a campaign to advance

Turkish government interests during the 2016 presidential campaign explicitly

complained to a Flynn aide that then-candidate Trump was not being supportive

enough, docs show 

Flynn’s Turkish lobbying client complained about Trump’s stance duri…
At the time, Flynn was also serving as a top foreign policy adviser to Trump.

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/05/31/michael-flynn-turkey-lobbying-1349054

House Intelligence Committee Chairman Adam Schiff demanded on Friday that the

nation’s intelligence community report to Congress any effort by Attorney General

William Barr to declassify national security secrets over its objections. 
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Schiff to intel community: Share info on Barr's attempts to declassify …
Schiff insisted that his committee would conduct "rigorous oversight" of Barr's
efforts.

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/05/31/adam-schiff-william-barr-declassify-docume…

‼ OBG‼  

 

Roger Stone Convinced Trump to Hire Paul Manafort, Former Officials Say 

Roger Stone Convinced Trump to Hire Paul Manafort, Former Officials …
The former Trump adviser, who disliked first campaign manager Corey
Lewandowski, helped seal the deal to get Paul Manafort on board in 2016,
according to former Trump officials.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/roger-stone-convinced-trump-to-hire-paul-manafort-for…

Rep. Adam Schiff 

 

Jeremy Herb
@jeremyherb

NEW: @RepAdamSchiff sent letters to heads of ODNI, CIA, FBI 
and NSA taking aim at the new DOJ review of the Russia probe, 
asking them to provide his committee with any materials 
requested by Barr, and to tell the panel if they object to any 
decision Barr makes to declassify info

2,144 6:00 PM - May 31, 2019

2,609 people are talking about this

🏵Thread - Flynn Kislyak Transcripts🏵 

 

Tom Joseph
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@TomJChicago

1 We are awaiting release of the Flynn information ordered by 
Judge Sullivan. Being that it’s after 3pm on Friday & still nothing, 
implies it’s a Big Kahuna Burger. Why did Judge Sullivan ask if 
Flynn's conduct “rises to the level of treasonous activity?” 
twitter.com/TomJChicago/st…

Tom Joseph @TomJChicago
1 It's Michael Flynn day. Judge Sullivan ordered public release of his 
calls to Kislyak & unredacted Mueller report info where he appears. It 
could resolve the mystery why the Judge said Flynn "betrayed his 
country" while Mueller recommended no prison time for his 
cooperation.

776 7:20 PM - May 31, 2019
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#MH17 had just been shot down over eastern Ukraine, and the same IRA operation

Putin would use to influence the 2016 U.S. presidential election two years later went

into overdrive, pumping out conspiracy theories to exculpate Moscow’s murderous

clients. 

Russia Deployed Its Trolls to Cover Up the Murder of 298 People on M…
The same Putin-backed agency that hit the U.S. elections went into conspiracy-
theory overdrive when Russian-backed separatists in Ukraine blew a Malaysian
airliner out of the sky.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/mh17-russia-deployed-its-trolls-to-cover-up-the-murder-…

Prosecutors refute Stone's claim that Russia didn't hack DNC 

 

Prosecutors revealed they obtained 18 search warrants on Stone to support their

charges against him, rebutted the arguments forcefully, taking aim at the 2 former

intel officials he cited. 

Prosecutors refute Roger Stone's claim that Russia didn't hack DNC
Ultimately they say Stone presented no evidence "that suggests that Russia was
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not involved in the hack."

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/05/31/roger-stone-russia-hack-dnc-1349432

Sadly, the Truth.... 

Jzikah
@jzikah

Replying to @karolcummins and 3 others

My friends & family still think I’m nuts when I tell them about the 
NYTimes, so I made this: #NYTimes

13 2:19 AM - Jun 1, 2019

See Jzikah's other Tweets

Justice Department Is Preparing Antitrust Investigation of Google 

Probe would closely examine Google’s practices related to search, other businesses 

 

#ManipulatedAlgorithm #FakeNewsBoosted 

Justice Department Is Preparing Antitrust Investigation of Google
The Justice Department is gearing up for an antitrust investigation of Alphabet
Inc.’s Google, a move that could present a major new layer of regulatory scrutiny
for the search giant.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/justice-department-is-preparing-antitrust-investigation-of-g…

Attorney General Barr stokes the conspiracy fires 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
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entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/05/31/attorney-general-barr-stokes-con…

George W. Bush, Kobe Bryant, Jordan Peterson Promote Shady Multilevel Marketing

Company 

George W. Bush, Kobe Bryant, Jordan Peterson Promote Shady Multil…
What is bringing together a former president, NBA star, and celebrity Canadian
professor? Insurance!

https://www.thedailybeast.com/george-w-bush-kobe-bryant-jordan-peterson-promote-s…

Nadler: 'There certainly is' justification for impeaching Trump, but... 

 

“The American people right now do not support it because they do not know the

story.  

 

They don’t know the facts.  

 

We have to get the facts out 

Nadler: 'There certainly is' justification for impeaching Trump
“Impeachment is a political act, and you cannot impeach a president if the
American people will not support it,” Nadler says.

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/05/31/donald-trump-impeachment-jerry-nadler-134…

Ald. Ed Burke charged with racketeering in sweeping indictment 

 

The embattled alderman has been charged in a detailed 59-page indictment that

significantly adds to the allegations against him. Mayor Lightfoot demanded he

resign immediateloy. 
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Ald. Ed Burke charged with racketeering in sweeping indictment
The embattled alderman has been charged in a detailed 59-page indictment that
significantly adds to the allegations against him. Mayor Lightfoot demanded he
resign immediately.

https://chicago.suntimes.com/2019/5/30/18646020/chicago-alderman-edward-burke-in…

12 dead, 6 injured after shooting at the Virginia Beach Municipal Center 

13 dead, including gunman, in shooting at Virginia Beach Municipal Ce…
"This is the most devastating day in the history of Virginia Beach," Mayor Bobby
Dyer said in a news conference. "The people involved are our friends, co-workers,
neighbors and colleagues."

https://pilotonline.com/news/government/local/article_777b737e-83e3-11e9-b1d0-dff7a…

‼ Good News‼  

 

Italy’s cultural heritage ministry announced on Friday (May 31) that it would revoke a

lease granted to Bannon after reports of fraud in the competitive tender process.  

 

H/T @SaysDana  

Italy is evicting Steve Bannon from the medieval monastery he planne…
Arrivederci.

https://qz.com/1632565/italy-to-evict-steve-bannon-from-his-far-right-training-academy/
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Trump moved to use his broad executive authority in a new and unprecedented way

this week, threatening to slap Mexico with punitive tariffs unless it slows the passage

of migrants from Central America to the US. 

 

#PumpAndDump 

Where Trump's 'emergency power' comes from
President Donald Trump moved to use his broad executive authority in a new and
unprecedented way this week, threatening to slap Mexico with punitive tariffs
unless it slows the passage of migrants fr…

https://www.cnn.com/2019/05/31/politics/mexico-tariffs-emergency-powers-act/index.html

‼ WTF‼  

 

Len Blavatnik, An Oligarch, Has Received “Millions” In US Gov’t Contracts 

 

Blatvatnik owns stakes in various companies that have been given contracts worth

millions of dollars from sensitive US gov’t agencies, including the DOD, DOE, and

DHS 

Len Blavatnik, An Oligarch, Has Received “Millions” In US Gov’t Agen…
Len Blavatnik, a Putin-aligned oligarch, has received millions in contracts from
agencies like the Defense Department.

https://mavenroundtable.io/theintellectualist/news/len-blavatnik-an-oligarch-has-receiv…

Lawsuit over Georgia voting problems survives challenge 
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THE LATEST NOW: Lawsuit over Georgia voting problems survives ch…
A federal judge ruled Thursday that a lawsuit over Georgia's election problems can
move forward. The lawsuit filed after November's election for governor alleges that
voters were disenfranchised by r…

https://www.ajc.com/news/state--regional-govt--politics/judge-rules-that-lawsuit-over-ge…

🏵Excellent Must Read🏵 

 

“Why did the outcome curves for the US vs other countries start to diverge around

1980?” 

Eric Topol
@EricTopol

It's even worse than that. In the US, 3 consecutive years of 
declining life expectancy (unprecedented) and now ~$11,000 per 
person #healthcare spending economist.com/graphic-detail… 
@ECONdailycharts @TheEconomist

2,125 3:19 PM - May 23, 2019

1,635 people are talking about this

The White House senior adviser Jared Kushner on Thursday gifted Israeli Prime

Minister Benjamin Netanyahu a map that showed the annexed territory of the Golan

Heights as part of Israel. 

President Donald Trump signed the image and wrote the word "nice." 

Trump sent a map and silly note to Netanyahu after the Israeli prime mi…
Netanyahu on Wednesday was dealt a devastating political blow when Israeli
lawmakers voted to hold new elections. Trump gave him a pick-me-up gift.

http // b sinessinsider com/tr mp k shner gift israels netan ah ith bi arre pict
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Basta- la-vista HIRE(d) AN ATTORNEY - Updated 5/31/2019 

 

Part 1 of 2 

Basta- la-vista HIRE(d) AN ATTORNEY - Updated 5/31/2019
 Update 5/31/2019 9:35AM - caught Avenatti in yet another lie and new Trial date
set May 31, 2019 Update Apologies for the less than timely update. At this point it’s
difficult to keep up with Avena…

https://maddogpac.com/blogs/spicy-files/avenatti

🌶SpicyFiles🌶 

 

Avenatti SDNY Indictment More Files -UPDATED 5/31/19 

 

Part 2 of 2 

Avenatti SDNY Indictment More Files...
   So many files...   Speaking of Icarus, you’ll want to hit play on this White
Hinterland Youtube Video, it might make reading this follow up entry soothing...    
Let’s assume there’s wide spread …

https://maddogpac.com/blogs/spicy-files/avenatti-sdny-indictment-stormy-crowdjustice

Federal subpoena demands records on Andrew Gillum and his campaign for

governor 

 

A recent federal probe sought information related to the Florida Democrat and

people in his orbit, signaling a shift in the Tallahassee FBI investigation 
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Federal subpoena demands records on Andrew Gillum and his campai…
A recent federal probe sought information related to the Florida Democrat and
people in his orbit, signaling a shift in the Tallahassee FBI investigation

https://www.tampabay.com/florida-politics/buzz/2019/05/30/federal-subpoena-demand…

Charter schools accused of stealing $50M from California 

Charter schools accused of stealing $50M from California
SAN DIEGO (AP) — A network of charter schools in California stole more than $50
million from the state by creating phantom institutions that enrolled unwitting
students it found through other...

https://apnews.com/af6b1eb6733e4c76aa3d39fb8f0d7811?utm_medium=APWestRegi…

Uber reports a $1 billion loss in first quarterly earnings after IPO 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2019/05/30/uber-reports-billion-loss-first-…

Pelosi Statement on Louisiana’s Draconian Abortion Ban - Speaker Nancy Pelosi 

Pelosi Statement on Louisiana’s Draconian Abortion Ban - Speaker Na…
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“Louisiana’s draconian new abortion ban is the latest in a heartbreaking and
nationwide assault against women’s reproductive freedoms. These bans show a
staggering lack of respect for women: for the…

https://www.speaker.gov/newsroom/53019-3/

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

 

Legally Blind Artist Express His Frustration By Creating Endless GIFS 

Legally Blind Artist Express His Frustration By Creating Endless GIFS
For George Redhawk, looping GIFs are a way to express his frustration with being
legally blind

https://www.demilked.com/dynamic-morphing-looping-gifs-legally-blind-george-redhawk/

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

The Dodo
@dodo

This kitten can't stop thanking the man who saved her 
12.9K 4:00 PM - May 31, 2019

3,502 people are talking about this
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James Melville
@JamesMelville

“I want to leave this wish with you: Tear down walls of ignorance 
and narrow-mindedness, for nothing has to stay as it is”. 
 
- Angela Merkel’s speech to students after receiving an Honorary 
Doctorate of Law Degree from Harvard University. 

8,260 5:59 AM - May 31, 2019

3,137 people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

Lin-Manuel Miranda
@Lin_Manuel

Sondheim is genuinely crazy about @RandyRainbow, last time I 
saw him he told me: “he’s good as anyone writing lyrics right 
now. And what he’s doing is harder.” 
Or, as my dad @Vegalteno said between screams of laughter at 
the “Stable Genius” video: 
“this guy’s a f***ing genius.”

The Washington Post @washingtonpost
Randy Rainbow’s Witty World: How a musical theater nerd reinvented 
political satire for the YouTube age wapo.st/2EyAv43

10.1K 1:34 PM - May 30, 2019

1,175 people are talking about this
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Joan's Rules! 
@BelievnTheDream

#PAMFAM #PAM A Patriot & Hero's account of D-Day! 
 
A Grandfather’s Secret D-Day 
Journal!washingtonpost.com/news/magazine/…

3 2:55 PM - May 31, 2019
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See Joan's Rules! 's other Tweets

I never saw my grandfather’s secret D-Day journal until after h…
My family knew his role in the invasion meant a great deal to him.
Now we have his haunting firsthand account.
washingtonpost.com

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

New Scientist
@newscientist

More than 150 years after Archaeopteryx was discovered, the 
Jurassic icon is turning out to be more remarkable than we ever 
imagined bit.ly/2Z2ziK5

91 10:00 PM - May 31, 2019

32 people are talking about this
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#PAM #PAMFAM #Surrealism

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Surrealism  
 
The Surrealism Art Movement developed in Europe between 
World Wars I & II & arose principally out of the earlier rebellious 
& boundary pushing Dada movement. (#Dadaism) 
 
Rene Magritte - The Son of Man 
 

#PAM #PAMFAM 
#Surrealism

79 10:00 PM - Apr 10, 2018

33 people are talking about this

🌳Breathe🌳

🌳Breathe🌳 

 

Whoa! Whatta day! Barr obstructs release of RU intercepts, Dowd obstructs &

intimidates, 2016 Flynn paid $500k to press Trump to advance TUR’s interests,

#MH17, Bannon fraud, Cambridge Analytica suit moves forward, Google in

barrel...12 dead in mass shooting.
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Rest well #TeamPatriot #USVIA
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